Modification of the influence of biomaterials on contact activation.
Knowledge of the influence of biomaterials on the contact phase activation of blood is important. Consequently, it is important to examine if the biomaterial influence is modified by the action of anticoagulants. Contact activation was determined by measuring FXII activity (FXIIA) by a chromogenic substrate assay. Cuprophan in the absence of anticoagulants and in the presence of heparin, low molecular weight heparin (LMWH) and hirudin was compared with controls. The controls were a polystyrene incubation test cell (PS) and two polyamide membranes, NR (zeta potential -28.6 mv and NRZ (zeta potential--18.0 mv). The investigation has confirmed that measurement of FXIIA is material dependent and demonstrated that contact activation can be mediated by antithrombotic agent.